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Full Lock Up 
The Film Feels title treatment has been 
created to represent the allure of a 
cinema screen, using negative space to 
create a kaleidoscopic effect.

Icon

Variations - Icon
The geometric diamond shaped icon 
can be separated and used across 
promotional materials and social media.

Variations - Type
The Film Feels title treatment can be 
separated and used across promotional 
materials and web as a heading.



Supporting logos

The ‘British Film Institute - Film Audience Network’ logo must be  
present on all materials supported by Film Feels.

Please ensure the following text credit is included for online listings: 
This screening is part of Film Feels: Obsession, a UK-wide cinema season,  
supported by the National Lottery and BFI Film Audience Network.   
Explore all films and events at www.filmfeels.co.uk



Icon

The Film Feels icon should always 
line up at the base of the diamond.  
The title of the Film Feels theme can  
also be added below this.

Obsession



Typeface

HK Nova is a sans serif, geometric 
typeface which has been carefully 
selected to compliment the overall  
brand and icon.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Aleo has semi-rounded details and a sleek 
structure, giving it a strong personality while 
still keeping readability high. The family 
comprises six styles:  three weights (light, 
regular and bold) with corresponding true 
italics. This typeface has been selected to 
compliment HK Nova and is for usage as  
the main body copy.

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

HK Nova

Aleo



Colour Palette

The Film Feels ‘obsession’ colour  
palette, is a two colour palette with  
the addition of black and white.  
The colours are bold and contemporary 
and have been selected to be used as 
the primary colours throughout the  
Film Feels identity. 



Colour Palette



Shapes

The Film Feels identity centres around 
the kaleidoscopic diamond icon, which 
always has the rectangle negative  
space at its core. This is a flexible tool 
that can be used across all materials 
framing headings and images which 
should always be central. 



Shape variations



Shape variations



Poster layout

Typographic title 
treatment position  
and scale.

Kaleidoscopic icon to  
be used as film image  
frame. This must always  
be centralised.

Full Film Feels icon lock up 
should always be present 
at the bottom of materials.

#filmfeels



Poster variations

#filmfeels #filmfeels



Social Media

Kaleidoscopic icon to be used  
across social media platforms
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